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Miyazaki Miyoshi

Miyazaki Miyoshi is an approved player character played by Archander in the YSS Sakura II plot.

Miyazaki Miyoshi

Art by the talented Eistheid
Reference Pic 1 (Hair, Skin Color) Reference Pic 2 (Body/Facial/Hair) Reference Pic 3 (Facial)

Species: Nekovalkyrja, NH-33
Gender: Female

Age: 1
Height: 5'5“ (165cm)
Weight: ~122lbs (55.34kg)

Zodiac Sign: Gemini
Organization: Star Army of Yamatai
Occupation: 01C Starship Infantry

Rank:
 Santô Hei

Current Placement: YSS Sakura II

Preferred Plots:

Anything 18+1.
YSS Sakura II2.

Physical Characteristics

Height: 5'5” (165cm)
Mass: ~122lbs (~55.34kg)
Measurements: 34D-24-35

Build and Skin Color: Miyoshi has a slightly toned curvy figure, hourglass in shape with beautiful purple
skin.

Eyes and Facial Features: She has large, vibrant and captivating dark golden eyes with long, full
lashes. Her eyes are highlighted by permanent eyeliner on both the upper and lower eyelids. Miyoshi has
a small rounded nose and full lips framed by a diamond shaped face.

Ears: Longer, and more slender than most Neko ears, angled upward and back more instead of outward,
Miyoshi has snow white fur that lines them.

Hair Color and Style: Exceptionally long, layered, thick Platinum hair; easily styled but prefers it
slightly wavy (naturally so). When not braided or pulled up for combat, Miyoshi's hair reaches almost to
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her knees.

Distinguishing Features: Elven/Neko blended features, deep purple skin, exceptionally long hair

Psychological Characteristics

Personality: Confident and driven, Miyoshi tends to be hardest on herself if she fails, pushing herself to
improve at any chance given. She always looks to attack problems from multiple angles, yet tries not to
entertain ideas that are too far-fetched. When not on duty, Miyoshi tends to be a bit withdrawn, choosing
to continue working on her skills or reading.

She is fiercely loyal to those that earn her trust, and would go out of her way for any she calls her friend.
Believes with all her heart she is an Elf, born in a Neko's body. Has a fiery temper when pushed all too
far.

Likes: Elven history and culture, wine, expensive hair care products, technology, archery,
manga/anime, party/rave music (techno, trance, etc)
Dislikes: Running out of ammo, running out of shampoo/conditioner. being late to anything or
anywhere, laziness
Goals: Serving the Star Army of Yamatai to the best of her abilities, to design and help test new
bleeding edge technologies

History

Family (or Creators)

Miyazaki Soriya - Creator/Sister (deceased)
Star Army of Yamatai

Pre-RP

Miyoshi’s creator, Miyazaki Soriya, wanted to create a Nekovalkyrja that honored her father’s research as
well as create a sister in her mother’s image. She had kept a very detailed diary with notes about her
father’s studies and findings, a plethora of entries about living with her father and their relationship, as
well as a few small but extremely detailed entries about her mother that had passed away while Soriya
was still young.

Soriya’s father’s research delved into the elusive Elves, their way of life, and anything that made them
who they were. Everything ranging from the different types of Elves, their cultural differences, down to
the way they came to be and what happened to them over the ages. It was how her parents met and how
they would fall in love as they both seemed to share this same passion, only it seemed her father was
learning from her mother and not that she were researching as well, but was the research. Soriya’s
mother, as it seemed, was half-Elven.
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Soriya’s mother was involved with the Star Army of Yamatai, though it is not known what her service
entailed. To this day it is currently unknown how Soriya’s mother died, though it is suggested that she
died during military service in YE 27. Most likely she was killed in action behind enemy lines during the
First Mishhuvurthyar War. Her body was never recovered, nor was a backup found to revive her. Data in
her mother’s file was incomplete and scarce, leaving Soriya to wonder why there were so many holes and
discrepancies.

Years later, in YE 29, Soriya’s father was killed due to an accident at his lab. Soriya was seemingly
devastated. It would seem that her father had sabotaged his own experiment, suffering from severe
depression. Apparently it still held true that a broken heart could not be cured in this day and age with
medicine alone. At the age of 15, Soriya was alone. Instead of succumbing to depression like her father
had, it ignited something within her. She had been a bright student most of her life and this was the push
she needed to break out.

Late in YE 33, Soriya found herself at Ketsurui Zaibatsu working on R&D and creating Nekovalkyrja for
the Star Army of Yamatai. She hoped somehow the Star Army would help her uncover what really
happened to her mother. It was a foolhardy thought, however, as Soriya would find out later the answers
she sought after would not come from Ketsurui Zaibatsu or even the Star Army of Yamatai for that
matter.

It was in the beginning of YE 36 that Soriya decided she would try and create for herself a Neko based on
her father’s love of all things Elven, the image of her mother, and to fulfill a long standing desire to have
a “sister”. Every detail into Miyoshi was meticulously handpicked, and painstakingly so. However,
something went wrong in the system, and a unique set of errors occurred, causing distinct changes to
the final outcome. The deep, dark royal purple coloring of her skin would be much closer to a Drow, or
Dark Elf. Her eyes were supposed to be emerald green but it wasn’t listed what the color had erroneously
become. Somehow even the coloring of her hair was wrong. Instead of being dark and fiery red, it came
to be extremely long and platinum white.

Soriya was greatly disappointed, as her “sister” couldn’t have been this Dark Elf looking Neko. Surely,
she would have to start completely over and figure out how the machine went wrong. Everything was
entered correctly, it just didn’t make any sense how such an error occurred. Miyoshi hadn’t fully
awakened, and Soriya walked over to the tank getting ready to pull the plug on her failed attempt.
Something made Soriya falter, she began second guessing herself the closer she got to the tank. Miyoshi
opened her eyes just as Soriya reached the tank. Their golden color held Soriya, remembering something
from her father's notes that an Elf with golden eyes was a sign of a “blessed” birth.

Soriya released Miyoshi from the tank and embraced her tightly, for the first time not as creator and
creation, but as sisters. Shortly thereafter, Soriya began the process of downloading all essential
Nekovalkyrja knowledge, data files from her father’s research, and a few last files to help shape Miyoshi
into the Neko she would become.

Two days had passed and Miyoshi had been hidden from Soriya’s superiors as she couldn’t bear to have
Miyoshi taken away from her, or worse yet destroyed for being altered. All attempts had failed however,
and soon Miyoshi would be taken away and shipped off to Fort Victory at Kyoto, the capital megacity of
planet Yamatai. Soriya had been discharged from Ketsurui Zaibatsu for the unauthorized production of an
unapproved NH-33, but in exchange they spared Miyoshi. Disgraced, Soriya left Yamatai in hopes of
finding another company to work for. It would be discovered later just before Miyoshi completed basic
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that Soriya had been killed in an accident enroute to Nepleslia.

Basic training just seemed to reinforce everything Soriya had instilled into Miyoshi, and her “Elven” side
accounted for her grace in movement and natural dexterity. She excelled during basic, her marks
consistently within the top third of her class in most areas. Two areas, however, Miyoshi had the highest
marks in, Power Armor use and Marksmanship. Fort Victory seemed like the perfect place for her to be,
and yet it never really felt like home to her. Soriya was the only family she had, and that was taken away
from her much too soon. Upon hearing later that her sister had died, Miyoshi withdrew socially, as she
had all too quickly lost her only loved one.

Due to her top ranked marks in Basic, Miyoshi was offered the opportunity to stay on for advanced
training. Having nowhere else to go and no immediate orders, she accepted of course. It was during this
time, while living in what seemed like an extended campus for trainees, she began branching out from
just her military training and dug a bit into what her actual interests were. Any down time she had she
spent reading any and all material she could find about Elves, fact or fiction; she had also developed a
strong love of technology, mostly computers and mobile tech to begin with; and where she discovered
her love of archery.

It was like a bow and arrow were natural extensions of her body. She could close out any and all
distractions when she controlled her breathing and could hit a target dead center three out of four shots
while heavy winds were blowing. This seemed to make her an even better shot with most firearms as the
technique was the same. It was also during this time she fell in love with the GP-12A rifle. So much so
that she bought one and meticulously cares for it.

During her last month of specialized training, Miyoshi was recognized for her combat abilities and was
granted a chance to pilot the newer Mindy 3A with full access to its varies armaments. Compared to the
older Mindy 2D, the 3A felt as though it responded better, moved faster; all around just was better.
Miyoshi loved the feeling of being in any power armors, feeling at home in both the Daisy and the Mindy.
She hoped one day she’d be able to pilot better armors, perhaps even prototypes or experimental units.
One of her growing desires is to be around bleeding edge tech, and be able to handle all of it with ease.

Upon completion of her advanced training, Miyoshi had been granted an NSP Type 33 Dark, an award of
sorts for continuing to excel throughout her time at Fort Victory. Not long after getting the NSP, Miyoshi
invested in larger battery magazines, deciding it necessary to stay prepared. She hates running out of
ammo with a passion, almost as much as running out of shampoo and/or conditioner. It wouldn’t be long
at all before Miyoshi would receive orders to join the YSS Sakura II

Skills

Star Army Training

Having completed both basic and specialized training at Fort Victory, Miyoshi is proficient in all Star Army
Common Skills.
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Marksmanship

Through both natural ability and tireless practice, Miyoshi is recognized as being highly proficient with
most firearms in use by the Star Army of Yamatai, both in and out of Power Armor. Her favored weapon
(outside of Power Armor of course) is the GP-12 Phased Pulse Rifle (Variant A - No Grenade attachment)
Her archery skills further improve her marksmanship, granting her better focus and better accuracy.

Fighting

In addition to the combat training received during her stay at Fort Victory, Miyoshi is highly capable with
regular and composite bows, which she attributes to her Elven affinity. Miyoshi is also very comfortable in
either a Mindy or a Daisy, but given the two, she'd prefer the Mindy (especially a 1h model)

Technology

Miyoshi has a passion for technological equipment and a very basic (but growing) knowledge of how to
tweak minor programs or mobile computing items with GUIs for better performance. Can usually repair
overly tweaked items back to “factory” settings (~55% success rate)

Inventory

Miyazaki Miyoshi has the following items:

Star Army Standard Issue Items package minus the standard Type 33 NSP
Star Army Datapad, Type 33
Type 33 NSP Dark

2 YB-28A Triple-Power Magazine with Rail Mount for Scope and 1 charger, black to match NSP
Dark

GP-12A (Customized, no grenade attachment)
BU-P50r Rechargeable Battery Magazine for GP-12 w/ charger

2 Extra Bottles of Shampoo and 2 Bottles of Conditioner (extremely long hair)
Soriya's Journal (momento)

Finances

Miyazaki Miyoshi is currently a Santô Hei in the Star Army of Yamatai.

Total Savings Addition Subtraction Reason
3000 KS Starting Funds
2000 KS 1000 KS GP-12A (Customized, no grenade attachment)
1550 KS 450 KS 2 YB-28A with Rail Mount for Scope and 1 Charger
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1100 KS 450 KS BU-P50r Rechargeable Battery Magazine for GP-12

OOC

Hex Code for skin color is #65187a (Royal Purple), though it can be altered to better suit the
character's image.
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